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About
Author: Anders Innovations Oy, Toni Pellinen
This document describes the purpose and functionality of the HRI API
Publisher –program.

Overview
The program is intended to offer an alternative way of using the data
from the open APIs of the City of Helsinki. This is done by creating
and offering user-friendly CSV -files available for download. These
CSVs contain the same data as the API, but in a restructured format
that allows usage with Excel for example.

Proof of concept
Proof of concept source code available here for testing:
https://github.com/City-of-Helsinki/hri-api-publisher
Other links:
City of Helsinki Servicemap
https://palvelukartta.hel.fi/fi/
Servicemap API on hri.fi
https://hri.fi/data/fi/dataset/paakaupunkiseudun-palvelukartanrest-rajapinta
Servicemap API Documentation
https://dev.hel.fi/apis/service-map-backend-api

Technical Description
The program has two main functionalities: Pulling the data from API,
restructuring it and saving it to a database, and creating a web
interface with Datasette, where user can download CSV -files.
Program is designed to have the Datasette running continuously, and
data updating can happen with set intervals. Data updating updates
the data to the same database as Datasette uses, so there is no
down-time in the web interface.
Data updating has three main steps. First, it pulls all the data from
the API (ignoring possible pre-defined endpoints). This is the
bottleneck in the program, and to speed up the execution time,
requests are done asynchronously with 20 concurrent requests.
Second step is to restructure data into CSV -friendly format. This is
done by “flattening” the json-format, so that every nested object or
list field in the json is removed and the data is restructured from
those fields to the original json’s root. This is optional step, if some
fields do not need flattening, they can be ignored.
Last step is to save the data to the database. This program uses
SQLite as a database.

Program flowchart:

Minimal example how the JSON –restructuring works:

Note how the nested object and list fields are converted to the first
level with suffixes, such as “_fi” and “_0”.

CSV –format
CSV -files have all the data from the API in a restructured format,
where all list –fields and nested objects are converted to the json
root. This restructuring allows using the CSV –files with Excel for
example. However, if the mentioned list –fields are very long or the
nested objects that are more than one level deep, the CSV might
become cluttered with data, which might decrease usability. This can
be avoided by specifying these fields to be ignored in flattening –
phase.
Currently data is split into multiple CSVs, where each endpoint in a
single API has their own file. This causes small usability issues,
because data may be split into multiple files. Excel at least has some
tools to combine these files based on the field values, and it could
also be built into the application. It might decrease usability though,
if the data file becomes very long or contains too many fields.
CSVs use comma as a separator.

Datasette
Datasette is used to download the CSV-files. Here is an example
picture from the front page, which shows all the endpoints available
in the application. First section is custom SQL query, which allows
more flexible customization of the data to download for the user.

Customized query to get only three columns from Address –
endpoint:

In the Address-page there is alternative filtering options, whole data
table, and possibility to download the CSV:

Simple filtering options without SQL:

User can also modify the SQL query here:

In the end of the page is the download option. Both checkboxes need

to be checked when exporting the CSV:

Extending to other APIs
This program can be extended to cover other APIs of the City of
Helsinki. When extending, the predefined environment variables
need to be set, such as the API URL, database name, endpoints that
are ignored and API fields that are saved as json to the CSV. In
addition, the structure of the new API needs to be the same, or
otherwise the program code needs some restructuring. For example,
the linked events –API has API metadata under the field called
“meta”, whereas in service map the metadata is as root values.
Program would expect them currently as root values, so the path
would need to be fixed for the linked events –API.

Data Usability
The generated CSV files are usable with basic tools such as excel.
Filtering out unwanted data might require some problem solving
skills but should be doable without a technical background using the
basic functionalities of excel or similar tools.

Hiding or deleting unwanted columns and filtering by recurring
keywords makes the data quite usable for most purposes.

Some fields however are dependent of other endpoints and are not
human readable. As an example, from the Service map unit endpoint
the accessibility data only points to other data found in a different
endpoint.

To make this data usable it would have to be combined with the data
of the other endpoint to turn it into a readable form, this fell outside
of the scope for the proof of concept. Matching the id’s and variables
to the corresponding data would most likely have to be done
manually to each API the conversion software would be
implemented to.

